I.A

Goal- Construct effective oral and written messages

The artifact that I chose for this goal was my speech on sports violence for Advanced Public Speaking. The assignment was to write a manuscript for and give an informative speech. I chose this speech because I felt that it was my best speech I gave that year. I felt that the speech best showed my talents in meeting the objective.

The thesis and purpose of the speech was to inform my audience about violence taking place in sports between players and players, players and coaches, and players and fans. I wanted my audience to realize how bad violence in sports is so that they could be more aware of the problem.

My audience for this speech was the class and professor that I was giving this speech to. I didn’t have any choice over the audience since it was an assignment for the class. However, I felt that this speech was appropriate for this class because many of them have been or still are athletes. Addressing athletes about the problem of sports violence could cut down or eliminate in the athletic events that they take place in.